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Abstract

P R E F I X  I I I

Birth of a Family captures opportunities through life ministries, such as 
pregnancy resource centers and churches, and converts them into lasting 
nuclear families where fathers, mothers, and children live, grow, and play 
together in one home. 

Through cognitive group experiences where Family Coaches (mentors) 
play significant roles, this innovative platform intervenes upon one of the 
most epidemic trends affecting our lives today: the disintegration of family 
structures and the rampant rise of fatherlessness.  These two factors are 
clearly connected to virtually all of our most troubling issues in life. 

Birth of a Family is a relational platform that sets the stage for:

• Interactive dialogue about the most rewarding and cherished pursuit of 
family

• The natural and necessary experience of role modeling and mentoring

• Lasting change through self-initiated shifts in heart level beliefs 

Birth of a Family does not make these things happen; it helps them happen. 
Platform outcomes consistently include:

• Nuclear families

• Fewer fatherless children

• Fewer children with unmarried mothers

• Increased community involvement

• Significant increase in male volunteerism
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About Family 
God’s Way

Vision
Biblical households are God’s greatest venues for evangelism and discipleship

Mission
Promote the founding and strong growth of Biblical households

Engagement  
Engage people in meaningful relationships where Biblical role-modeling and 
mentoring occur

Products
Innovative relational platforms, tools and expert consulting

Result 
Evangelism and discipleship within the organic context of Biblical households 
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Family God’s Way 
Platforms
Birth of a Family
Capturing opportunities occurring through life ministries such as 
Pregnancy Resource Centers

Premeditated Marriage 
Helping men and women found and grow their own Biblical households 
well from the start

The Dozen
Engaging men in their Biblical roles in their homes, churches and 
communities

1 Life
Helping young people 13-23 years old build Biblical relationships and 
lifestyles

Mission Family     
A Church plant model engaged where Biblical households are the key 
catalysts

Family Coaching
Equipping and engaging individuals, families and churches in cause of 
promoting the founding and strong growth of Biblical households
 

Within Reach
Reintegrating the ex-incarcerated into their Biblical roles in home, church 
and community

M6
Engaging for-profit enterprises in the Kingdom Work
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About 
the Author

On May 2, 1981,God brought Stuart and Vickie 
together.  A special friendship developed almost 
immediately. 

When Stuart and Vickie considered marriage 
God drew them into a dilemma. Half of marriages 
weren’t making it. Young and inexperienced, they 
wanted a life-long relationship but didn’t trust 
typical customs for marriage.  One fall afternoon 
they were challenged by God to change their 
relationship or end it on the spot. 

On that afternoon over thirty years ago, God 
showed them a better way for marriage and 
family. That revelation has been both monumental 
and prophetic in their lives and the lives of many 
others.  On that day, Stuart and Vickie committed 
unconditionally to found and grow their marriage 
on Biblical principles.

From that time until now, Stuart and Vickie have 
not only learned for themselves, but have also 
helped many others find God’s better way.  

Ten years after committing themselves to Biblical family life, God’s prophetic 
will became apparent.  This was not just for them. Stuart and Vickie were 
already serving many people as Family Coaches.  God now called them to 
help other people engage in promoting the founding and strong growth of 
Biblical households. 

Family God’s Way was founded and eventually became a 501(c)(3) non-profit 
organization that creates and replicates innovative platforms where people 
and relationships are key catalysts. 

Stuart and Vickie are grandparents now.  Their life ambition is to help people 
experience family God’s way. 
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The Birth of My Family.....A Young Mother’s Story

Pregnancy was the last thing on my mind. I knew I was but just denied all 

the clear signs. I was sick a lot but thought I just had some bug that was 

going around and told myself overeating had caused me to gain seven 

pounds in five weeks. My older sister Maria and I shared a bedroom and 

bathroom. She asked if I was pregnant. I denied it at first but then asked her 

not to tell anyone. She bought a pregnancy test and left it on our dresser. 

I took it. No surprise, it came out positive. Still, I didn’t comprehend being 

pregnant. I knew who the father was. My boyfriend. I told him. He reacted 

just like you would expect a seventeen-year-old boy to react. We were both 

just clueless juniors in high school.

The Birth
of My Family
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Even though I still didn’t really get it, I was scared. My mom didn’t know, 

my boyfriend started acting weird, and my changing body was difficult to 

disguise. Each day I felt more alone than the day before. I knew I needed 

help but was afraid and embarrassed to ask. On the way to the mall with 

a girlfriend after school, I saw a place I’d never really noticed before, a 

pregnancy resource center. It was next door to a dentist’s office. Funny, I 

remember thinking, If my tooth was hurting I would go to that dentist. I’m 

pregnant . . . why not go to that pregnancy resource center? After shopping, 

I confided in my girlfriend that I was pregnant. She told me she already 

knew. That afternoon we decided to check out the pregnancy resource 

center.

A few weeks later, while sitting in an algebra class, I felt my baby fluttering 

in my belly. It was the first time I felt a connection with the child I had 

conceived. The baby moving inside me took some getting used to, but I 

quickly began to like the feeling. At the pregnancy center, I learned I was 

further along than I thought. My body really looked pregnant now, and 

my boyfriend was acting like he couldn’t handle this anymore. We were 

beginning to feel much differently about the pregnancy. In his mind it 

seemed I was the one who was pregnant. I wish he could have felt what I 

felt when the baby moved inside of me. Maybe then he would have felt the 

same connection to our child that I felt. I was committed to parenting my 

child regardless. He didn’t share my commitment. The long-term prospects 

of our relationship were not good.

On a hot summer morning, my mom and I were putting away groceries 

when I realized I was standing in a puddle of water. She knew right away. 

That evening I was nursing my newborn son, Gabriel. My boyfriend was 

there. He seemed to be switching between two personalities: one that 

adored his son Gabriel and another who wanted to run as far away as 

he could. We were not getting along, but I tried to remember that he was 

Gabriel’s father.

My counselor at the pregnancy resource center also came to the hospital 

that night to visit with us. Everyone at the center had been so helpful. I don’t 

T H E  B I R T H  O F  M Y  F A M I L Y
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believe I could have done this without them. My counselor had encouraged 

my boyfriend and I to consider attending a class the center offered called 

Birth of a Family. I liked the idea, but my boyfriend would never commit. 

The whole time I was pregnant he just acted like he wanted totally out 

of the situation. There, in the hospital on the night Gabriel was born, just 

before she left, my counselor suggested again that we consider going to the 

meetings. The room got quiet except for hospital noises.

Afterward, my boyfriend and I had the first serious conversation ever 

about the future. We were just two kids who were supposed to begin our 

senior year of high school in two weeks. This wasn’t what we thought 

life would be like. We talked about how unprepared we were for anything 

like this. Then it occurred to us that we were asking the wrong questions 

for the wrong reasons. Gabriel was there in our arms. He wasn’t just 

going to wait around for us while we got it together. He was going to 

grow up regardless. Until that moment, I don’t believe we had ever really 

considered anything but our own selfish agendas. But that night, we 

decided to give Birth of a Family a try.

Three weeks later my boyfriend, Gabriel, and I went to our first Birth of 

a Family class at the pregnancy resource center. There were two other 

couples and three single moms there. There were also several older couples 

that we hadn’t met. My boyfriend was pretty uncomfortable that first night. I 

was surprised he actually showed up.

It was like they knew us. We were hooked after that first Birth of a Family 

class. My boyfriend and I both grew up without our fathers in our homes. 

Although our moms were great, we had never experienced a family where 

fathers, mothers, and children lived together, played together, and grew 

up together in one home. No wonder we had struggled so much with the 

idea of being a family after learning I was pregnant. Even though he was 

still a little nervous, I could see my boyfriend beginning to change. By the 

beginning of the third class, I hardly recognized the lost boy I had begged to 

go with me to the first class. The lights just kept coming on.
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One of the older couples in the Birth of a Family class seemed to take 

a special interest in us. We later learned that they were trained family 

coaches who attended Birth of a Family meetings just to encourage and 

support other people like my boyfriend and me. They had been married for 

longer than we had been alive! Their family seemed so special to us but 

in a strange way, so normal. They had problems and challenges, but they 

worked it out. They even told us how unprepared they felt, just like us. My 

boyfriend and I wondered how they managed to stay together so long. Both 

of our fathers left our families. It was the first time we had ever gotten a real 

inside look at a family that stayed together.

Everyone usually hung around for a while after Birth of a Family meetings 

ended. After the sixth class, I turned to hand my newborn son, Gabriel, to the 

older couple that had befriended us. When I turned 

back toward my boyfriend he was kneeling near 

me, reaching for my hand. I felt just like I did when 

I first found out that I was pregnant. Even though I 

knew exactly what was happening right there in front 

of me, I could not believe it. I could hardly see my 

boyfriend through the tears in my eyes. He asked 

me to marry him and committed to becoming the 

best husband and father he could be. In just a few 

weeks, he had transformed into just the kind of man 

I wanted my husband and the father of my children 

to be. He wasn’t perfect. He didn’t know everything 

he needed to know. He wasn’t even very well prepared. He was just willing 

to commit to a lifelong relationship with his wife and children and to do all he 

could do to care for his family whatever we faced.

We finished high school that year and completed all the Birth of a Family 

meetings. Our friends from the meetings and our families put together the 

best wedding ever for us. We’ve been married for two years, Gabriel has a 

little sister named Lois and their daddy is home with us. Our family coaches 

stay in touch with us; we still need a lot of advice. I never imagined I would be 

able to say this, but we can do this. We can have a family that stays together.

 

“We can have a family that stays together.”

T H E  B I R T H  O F  M Y  F A M I L Y
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When we began serving life 

ministries in the early 1990’s, Birth 

of a Family didn’t exist, but the 

opportunities did.   Woman after 

woman visited pregnancy resource 

centers without the fathers of their 

children.  We thought,  “Something 

is wrong with this picture.” 

Sometimes, you just need a nudge.  

In 2006, a pregnancy center director 

gave Family God’s Way the nudge 

we needed.  She invited us to create a platform for the missing men. As 

soon as we began working on it, God enlarged the vision to include the 

whole family. 

The Vision of a Pregnancy Resource Center Director

My name is Cookie Gray and for years I have watched numbers of young 

women come into our center dealing with their unplanned pregnancies – 

almost always alone. I kept thinking,  “Something is missing here.  Where 

are the fathers of these babies? Can’t we find a way to help?”

One morning, some years ago, I answered the phone at LifeCare of 

Brandon, a pregnancy resource center east of Tampa, Florida where I had 

served as executive director since its inception in 1987. Stuart Carver, 

whom I’d never met, said he was calling in obedience to the Holy Spirit to 

offer his assistance. That conversation began a lasting friendship. 

A Dream
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Stuart and I have had many conversations about God’s plan for families.  He 

and his wife Vickie founded and lead an organization to help build lasting 

families. I shared my vision with Stuart and asked if he could give it some 

thought. The result was the Birth of a Family platform.  Birth of a Family has 

been an important part of LifeCare’s ministry ever since.

The success of Birth of a Family has been phenomenal. Many of the young 

men we serve admit that they have never had good male role models. Some 

of them tell us, “I do not know how to be a husband or a father. That’s 

why I’m here. I want to learn how to do it God’s way.” The testimonies that 

we’ve received from people completing the platform speak thankfully about 

learning how to communicate, love each other well, care for and discipline 

their children. We focus on how men can be spiritual leaders.

After over twenty years of serving as a pregnancy resource center director I 

am now seeing one of my dreams come true. We are reaching the fathers.

Cookie Gray

Founding Director (1987–2009)

LifeCare of Brandon

Brandon, Florida

(813) 654-0491
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Today, many life ministries and churches share the dream that family 

circles will be completed with fathers.  Believe it or not, growing numbers 

of life ministry clients are beginning to share that dream too.

Over half of all pregnancy resource center clients are in cohabitating 

relationships that only last 2 to 5 years.  These revolving relationships 

result in seemingly capricious moves from one cohabitation to another.  

The results are perplexing combinations of parent-child relationships.  

Family cycles like this virtually guarantee many women will remain life 

ministry clients throughout their childbearing years.  Our dream is to help 

people break free from these kinds of cycles.

  A Shared Dream
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Family God’s Way began implementing Birth of a Family platforms in 2007.  

Between 2007 and 2011, we conducted a study of our first seven Birth of a 

Family implementations in pregnancy resource centers.  These early adopters 

of Birth of a Family saw that fathers were missing from the picture and shared 

our dream.

Prior to launching the very first Birth of a Family 

platform, our research suggested we should anticipate 

about a 25% participant success rate.   In our study, 

we used entrance and exit surveys of Birth of a Family 

participants to measure the platform’s effectiveness.  

The objective was to find out if Birth of a Family 

helped people experience self-initiated heart level 

changes in core beliefs about their family structures.  

We then calculated the difference between the 

incoming and exiting surveys.  We were delighted to 

learn that over half of the responses, twice what we 

initially anticipated, indicated a shift from their prior 

perspectives on relationships and family structure 

to the Biblical model promoted through Birth of a 

Family.  If you share this dream, Birth of a Family 

may be the opportunity you’ve been looking for. 
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“To be a parent, or not to be”, that is the question. Or, at least, that is the 

question many pregnancy resource center clients are asking. 

Beyond the biological, what is conception?  Conception is the advent of 

parenthood.  Can people procreate without becoming parents?  Once 

conception occurs, parents can’t choose whether they will be parents 

or not. Parents they are. What many parents are really asking is, ‘Will we 

permit our children to live and if we do, what kind of parents will we be?’  

Conception is family.   Conception is the inseparable joining of at least 

three people.  It is a relationship that cannot be undone.  Once a father, 

always a father.  Once a mother, always a mother. Parents aren’t just 

birthing babies, they are birthing families.  

Conception is a cycle. The human population recently topped seven 

billion, double the number of people that were on this planet just 45 

years ago. The world population will top 10 billion during the next two 

generations. And still, even at 10 billion, we will all still have these two 

things in common. We will all have fathers and mothers and we will all be 

vulnerable as children to the circumstances into which we were born. 

As children transition into adults, they begin to crave adult companionship. 

This craving leads to increasingly intimate relationships between men and 

women.  Intimacy in turn, leads to men and women becoming fathers and 

mothers of children who will be vulnerable to whatever circumstances 

their parents cultivate.  This is the family cycle.  It is the most powerful and 

influential cycle in the world. 

To Be or 
Not To Be
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This isn’t merely population growth; it is exponential procreation that was 

intended to occur within the context of nuclear households. The family cycle 

is by nature, exponentially self-compounding. Present generations of children 

will grow up quickly and become the next generation of procreators. With the 

rapid disappearance of anything Biblical in family structures, procreation has 

actually become the catalyst of a frightening epidemic.

Since the 1980’s, birth rates in the United States have remained relatively the 

same while at the same time, single parenting, cohabitation, divorce, and out-

of-wedlock childbirth have all sharply risen.  This cycle is exponentially self-

compounding.

By helping life ministry clients understand their inextricable involvement in 

the family cycle and by helping them found and grow Biblical relationships 

and lifestyles, we can positively impact family cycles today and in future 

generations.  

Birth of a Family harnesses the exponential, self-compounding power of the 

family cycle.  By using the inherent power of the cycle itself, Birth of a Family 

is turning the cycle around, one household at a time.

Foundation
Two adults, the products of a 
broken family, begin a relationship

Formation
The family unit forms around 
learned behaviors of the 
couple’s past

Tradition
As the family unit breaks 
down, the children 
learn the behaviors of 
their parents

Disintegration
With no point of reference 
about how lasting nuclear 
families are formed; 
relationships disintegrate 

Repetition
The tradition is continued through 
grown up children
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What could Birth of a Family 

look like in your life ministry?  

The first glimpse of a vision 

for Birth of a Family often 

occurs in the heart of one 

person.  That person might be 

a staff person or volunteer who 

attends one of our workshops 

or visits with us at one of 

the national conventions. 

Sometimes a person is inspired 

by a testimony or by what they 

have seen and heard about 

Birth of a Family.  

Completing family circles with fathers is on the leading edge of life ministry 

today.  Life ministry leaders and volunteers want to reach the root of the 

fatherless epidemic. Maybe that person is you. 

Vision matters.  By way of a ultrasound, seeing her baby in her womb will 

encourage a new mother to carry on, even in the face of adversity. Why is 

it important to have a vision for Birth of a Family?  Life and family ministry 

are not easy.   Without a vision for life and family, the work involved can 

overwhelm. There are no shortages of challenges and interference. Without 

a compelling vision, challenges can push you back.   If you are involved in 

life ministry, you know how important vision is, especially on tough days.

First Glimpse
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A Pregnancy Resource Center Director’s story about a day when

vision mattered

Our pregnancy resource center is located in small city where we serve about 

a thousand new clients per year. We had seen how well Birth of a Family 

was working at other centers and wanted to implement the platform but just 

couldn’t see how. We weren’t sure we could do more but our staff wanted 

the platform.

Family God’s Way, the creators of Birth of a Family, interviewed our staff 

and studied our community, our agency, and our clients. They helped us 

draft a platform development plan tailored especially for our center. We 

took it to our board for approval. To our surprise and disappointment, 

our board turned down the proposal citing financial concerns despite the 

commitment of Family God’s Way to help us find the resources. This was a 

dilemma for us because we felt so sure that it was time to offer Birth of a 

Family to our clients.

Shortly after receiving that discouraging decision from our board, we 

were contacted by a private foundation. They had heard that we were 

considering implementing Birth of a Family at our center.  They already 

supported us financially but were now interested in providing additional 

resources to help us implement Birth of a Family.  Suffice to say, this 

impacted our board’s decision.

We immediately began developing our Birth of a Family platform.  Although 

we were already offering a number of other client service opportunities, 

we had never seen anything quite like Birth of a Family. Family God’s Way 

helped us recruit, train, and engage new volunteers to lead the activities.  

They also helped us write a grant proposal to fund our implementation. 

They provided helpful tools and resources and taught us how to track our 

platform results. Family God’s Way founders, Stuart and Vickie Carver, even 

facilitated our first round of Birth of a Family group activities so that we 

could learn to do it on our own.
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At our first Birth of a Family group meeting the room was so full of 

participants and Family Coaches that Stuart and Vickie had to facilitate the 

activities from the hallway. 

We had PRC clients who were married, single, and cohabitating there.  

Best of all, because of a great relationship Family God’s Way helped us 

develop with a local church, we had enough trained Family Coaches to 

serve each of our clients individually.

Birth of a Family has added value to our organization. We now have more 

volunteers, better client outcomes, and more community and church 

involvement. Looking back, I wonder if we could have afforded not to 

implement Birth of a Family.
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Numbers

“The measure of success is not whether you have a tough problem to deal 

with, but whether it is the same problem you had last year.”— John Foster 

Dulles, Former Secretary of State 

• Half of American children will live in a single 
parent household at some point in their 
childhood  

• Single parents head a third of family 
households with children under 18  

• Since the 1980’s the number of children 
born to unmarried women per year has 
quadrupled  

• This generation has three times more single 
mothers than the last  

• Daily in America over a thousand babies are 
born to teen mothers 

• Daily in America almost four thousand babies are born to unmarried 
mothers 

• Three quarters of Americans say ‘fatherlessness’ is the most significant 
social issue facing America today  

• 75% of teenage pregnancies are from single parent homes  

• More than half of all youths incarcerated for criminal acts lived in one-
parent families when they were children  

• 63% of suicides are individuals from single parent families  

• 75% of pregnancy resource center clients experience fatherlessness as 
children

• 65% of the children born to pregnancy resource center clients will be 

fatherless

N U M B E R S
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To date, more than half of respondents who have participated in Birth of 

a Family platforms report a change in disposition toward founding and 

growing lasting nuclear households where fathers, mothers and children 

live, grow and play in one home.  A number of these clients have married 

during or shortly after completing Birth of a Family.  Birth of a Family has 

produced numerous short term and long term positive impacts including:

• Healthier, happier families

• Fewer fatherless children

• Fewer children born to unmarried women

• Increased monetary contributions to hosting organizations

• Increased volunteer at hosting organizations

• Increased community involvement and awareness 

• Significantly increased male volunteers

• Increased couple volunteers 

• Participants positively connected with local churches

• Increased church involvement 

• Decrease the numbers of single parents

• Increased emphasis upon family structures in hosting organizations

• Participants who convert into Family Coaches

• Children who witness effective servant hood 

Statistical References 
for Page 15:

State of America’s Children 
Yearbook 2000, CDF

US Census Bureau, Household
and Family Statistics

National Survey of American 
Families

US Census Bureau, Household
and Family Statistics

State of America’s Children 
Yearbook 2000, CDF

State of America’s Children 
Yearbook 2000, CDF

David Blankenhorn, founder 
and president of the Institute for 
American Values

Children In Need: Investment 
Strategies…Committee for 
Economic Development
Children’s Defense Fund

FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin
Investigative Aid
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About 
Birth of a Family™

Completing family circles with fathers since 2003

Since 1993, Family God’s Way has 

been serving life ministry in a variety 

of ways.  Some of our opportunities 

have included:

• Board development

• Event speakers

• Birth of a Family

• Increasing male involvement

• Conferences and workshops

• Volunteer engagement

In 2003, the executive director of one of Florida’s finest life ministries 

asked us to create a platform to engage the male partners of clients their 

pregnancy resource center served.  Before we even began preparing a 

response, God super-sized the vision and led us to create Birth of a Family. 

God is the creator of family and all things redemptive.

Because life ministry centers on the advent of parenthood and the birth of 

families, we see this as an especially rich opportunity.  Birth of a Family™ is 

a distinctly innovative approach that captures these rich opportunities and 

converts them into lasting nuclear families where fathers, mothers and their 

children live together in one home. 

Completing Family
Circles with Fathers
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The distribution model is localized replication where each Birth of a Family 

platform is:

• Owned by the hosting pregnancy resource center or church

• Built to the scale of host organizations’ particular situation

• Served by newly engaged people, in-kind and cash resources 

Birth of a Family is typically presented as a weekly group activity that 

pregnancy resource center clients regardless of relational status, and 

Family Coaches participate in together. Rapport builds and meaningful 

relationships develop that promote trust.  Role modeling and mentoring 

occur.  Group activities typically last about 90 minutes. 

What you can expect?  

In our four-year study (2007-2011) of Birth of a Family, over half the people 

participating in Birth of a Family experienced successful outcomes.

Our simple objective was to help participants have a heart level transition 

in their predisposition toward founding and growing strong nuclear 

households.

In every instance we are aware of, Birth of a Family resulted in:

 •  Significant increase in volunteers

 •  Turn around testimonies from participants

 •  Increased male involvement
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Value Added

Birth of a Family adds value to life ministry. Because Birth of a Family 

serves the whole family, new volunteer opportunities are created in life 

ministry that include meaningful roles for men, couples, and families to 

fulfill.  With Birth of a Family: 

• Life ministries can increase volunteer investment

• Male involvement increases

• Couple and family involvement increase

• Pastoral involvement increase

• Additional in-kind and cash support can be contributed to the life 

ministry

Birth of a Family Products

Birth of a Family Platform Manual, 5th Edition

Includes: 

• The first three volumes of the Birth of a Family Discussion Guide

• The Birth of a Family Toolbox

Birth of a Family Web Application (Use online and offline)  

Also Includes: 

• The first three volumes of the Birth of a Family Discussion Guide

• The Birth of a Family Toolbox

Birth of a Family Discussion Guide 

• The first three volumes of the Birth of a Family Discussion Guide 

provide enough content for a year of weekly group activities. 
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Birth of a Family Tablets

Birth of a Family is also available pre-loaded on branded digital tablets.

Birth of a Family Print Versions

In addition to the web application and branded tablets, premium quality  

print versions of Birth of a Family are also available.  Designed and built 

for frequent use, Birth of a Family print versions have sturdy fold over 

spiral bindings, durable covers and pages.  Like the web application and 

tablets, print versions include the first three volumes of the Birth of a Family 

Discussion Guide and the Toolbox digitally stored and enclosed within the 

manual. 

Consulting

Family God’s Way offers service-rich support to life ministries and  

churches. Consulting can be tailored to meet your needs and is   

available on site, in person, by web conference, email and phone. 

Family God’s Way can help you:

• Develop your Birth of a Family platform

• Enlist, equip and engage new people, in-kind and cash resources

• Increase male involvement

• Engage the Body of Christ

• Build the capacity of your board

• Increase community awareness

The Cost

At www.birthofafamily.org, you can get a 

free estimate on what it might cost you 

to implement Birth of a Family in your life 

ministry or church. 
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Here’s an example 

For a pregnancy resource center in the US serving between 500 and 2500 

clients per year, the cost of implementation typically ranges between 

$2,600 and $4,200.

Family God’s Way always offers and has enjoyed excellent success in 

helping host organizations develop the people, in-kind and cash resources 

needed to implement Birth of a Family.

B I R T H  O F  A  F A M I L Y  P R O D U C T S
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Birth of a Family is designed to be a custom 

solution that fits your unique situation like a 

glove. To get started, go to www.birthofafamily.

org.  Explore the site, learn more and register.  

Once registered, you can:

• Submit a request for a preliminary 
implementation plan and estimate created 
especially for your life ministry or church

• Purchase Birth of a Family products  
and consulting

• View and download Birth of a Family resources

We believe engaging Family God’s Way as a partner in your Birth of a 

Family implementation is one of the best first steps you can make. As 

creators of the Birth of a Family platform and others like it, our expertise is 

unique. 

Since 1993, Family God’s Way has been serving life ministry in a variety of 

ways.  Some of our opportunities have included:

• Board development

• Event speakers

• Birth of a Family implementations

• Increasing male involvement

• Conferences and workshops

• Volunteer engagement

F I R S T  S T E P S

First Steps
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Family God’s Way can provide as much or as little help as you need or 

want. One of our specialties is helping life ministries engage others in 

supporting Birth of a Family implementations with their time, in-kind and 

cash support. To date, more than 80% of our Birth of a Family proposals 

for have successfully engaged resources on behalf of other life ministries.  

To engage Family God’s Way as a partner in your Birth of a Family 

implementation, simply check the box ‘Tell me more about Family God’s 

Way Consulting’ when you register at www.birthofafamily.org. 

First steps:

• Learn more

• Ask God

• Share your vision

• Contact Family God’s Way

• Engage people, in-kind giving, ...resources

• Begin Birth of a Family groups & activities

• Complete Family Circle with Fathers

F I R S T  S T E P S
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The magic of motion from within the womb is captivating.  A clear sign 

that amazing things are happening. Birth of a Family platforms are like that 

too. An intelligent design is followed, resources come together, capacities 

build and the delivery of Birth of a Family happens.  New people join the 

cause for life and family.  Male involvement increases. The people served 

experience breakthroughs that impact their lives as well as the lives of 

generations to come. 

Conception cast a vision to meld family ministry and life ministry creating 

something new, innovative and impactful.  In Development, an intelligent 

design process will result in Birth of a Family platforms that are as unique as 

the people and organizations building them. 

By Design
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A Picture is Worth 
a Thousand Words

Communicating the gravity of the situation to a frightened, unwed pregnant 

teenager can be complicated but a simple ultrasound of her en utero child can 

make the point.  A picture can be worth a thousand words.  

Because Birth of a Family is a very unique and innovative approach, it has 

sometimes been difficult for people to understand at first.  Birth of a Family 

isn’t a program in a box.  Every Birth of a Family platform is like a fingerprint.  

No two are exactly alike.  We would like to draw you a picture. 

The picture we are about to share with you is more than just an illustration. It is 

a story based on actual events that depicts what has become a normal process 

for Family God’s Way as we help life ministries implement Birth of a Family. 

With this picture in mind you will see how you can complete family circles with 

fathers through Birth of a Family.

Imagine an established pregnancy resource center on the edge of an urban 

community.  Here are the particulars that we will refer to as our baseline 

pregnancy resource center:

• 30 client visits per month, 360 per year

• Six pregnancy resource center counselors 

• Four part time and full time staff 

• 2200 square foot facility with conference room seating 20 

• Close partnerships with two nearby churches 

• Annual Budget of around $350,000

• Logs about 1000 volunteer hours annually
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Using these characteristics, it is possible to intelligently design a custom 

Birth of a Family platform in a way that best serves their clients, community 

and constituents. Here’s how.

Client stream is a key factor in adapting Birth of a Family to fit nicely into 

any given life ministry. About one out of every seven pregnancy resource 

center clients will participate consistently in 70% or more of Birth of a 

Family group activities.  Example, about 360 clients visit the pregnancy 

resource center each year. That means about 50 of those clients can be 

expected to consistently participate in Birth of a Family activities.  

Because those 50 clients that will visit the pregnancy resource center at 

different times during the year, not all sixty will participate at once.  In this 

baseline example, our experience suggests that the number of participants 

at any given time will range between five and ten. 

The number of people will potentially participate in Birth of a Family group 

activities is a key factor we are to determine the ‘scale’ of a particular 

Birth of a Family platform.  Scale helps complete the rest of the picture 

in proportion to the demand and need.   In this case, where five to ten 

participants are anticipated, Family God’s Way recommends enlisting, 

equipping and engaging the following team members:

• One new volunteer Birth of a Family platform coordinator.  Platform 
coordinators help all the right people arrive at the right places at the 
right times.  They manage contacts for participants and remind them 
about activity schedules.  They help arrange facilities, schedule events 
& activities and may assist in training pregnancy resource center 
counselors & family coaches

• Two new volunteers to lead and facilitate Birth of a Family group 
activities and leadership training

• Five new volunteer Family Coaches to join participants in Birth of a 
Family group activities 

• One pastor to be available to counsel or provide pastoral services 
such as wedding and baptisms and connect participants to the 
Body of Christ
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A place will be needed to facilitate Birth of a Family group activities.  It will 

need to accommodate the total number of people, including participants, 

facilitators and Family Coaches, that can be expected attend.  In this case, 

add five to ten participants, two facilitators and five Family Coaches.  That is a 

group size of between twelve and seventeen people.   With this group size in 

mind, the venue can be planned.

The venue for Birth of a Family group activities in this baseline example can be 

the center’s conference room which can accommodate about twenty people. 

However, as their group grows, they will need to partner with a local church to 

meet in one of the church’s larger assembly spaces. 

The Birth of a Family Toolbox includes multi-media resources but this center’s 

conference room has no multi media equipment. That’s okay.  Birth of a Family 

group activities are designed to adapt to the venues available.  A safe and 

comfortable space, some tables and chairs, restrooms and a water fountain will 

be adequate. 

Family God’s Way recommends using the Birth of a Family Discussion Guides 

to facilitate group activities.  Three volumes of Birth of a Family Discussion 

Guides are included free with the manual. The Birth of a Family Toolbox, which 

is also included free, contains all the resource that go along with the Discussion 

Guides and much more.  Everything that is needed to develop and operate a 

Birth of a Family platform is included.

Family God’s Way recommends using the following activities as often as 

needed to enlist Birth of a Family partners, leaders and participants. 

• Pastor’s luncheons to inform the faith community of new volunteer 
opportunities in life ministry

• Proposals inviting in-kind and cash investment in Birth of a Family 

• Leadership training events 

• Pregnancy resource center counselor trainings

• Weekly group meetings using the Birth of a Family Discussion Guides

• Graduation events to recognize participant accomplishment
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With a regular monthly client stream of 30, signing up enough participants 

to start weekly Birth of a Family group activities can be accomplished within 

four to six weeks. That is just enough time to enlist and train one Birth of 

a Family Coordinator, two Facilitators and five Family Coaches.  The start 

date for Birth of a Family group activities is set for six weeks from now. 

 

During that time, pregnancy resource center counselors are trained and 

begin offering Birth of a Family to the center’s clients.  When clients show 

an interest in participating in Birth of a Family, counselors give the client’s 

contact information to the Birth of a Family Coordinator who follows up with 

an invitation and details about the group meetings.  Between now and the 

time Birth of a Family group meetings begin, the coordinator will remind 

clients regularly and on the day of. 

The Birth of a Family Coordinator and center director work together to set 

the dates for a pastor’s luncheon and a Birth of a Family leadership training.  

At the pastor’s luncheon they will introduce Birth of a Family, explain the 

new volunteer opportunities and invite pastors to involve people from their 

churches by attending the upcoming training.

Five pastors attend the luncheon.  Two are pastors of churches that support 

the center financially.  The luncheon goes well and all the pastors agree to 

invite people they believe might be interested in serving the new Birth of a 

Family platform. 

Three weeks before Birth of a Family group activities are scheduled to 

begin, fifteen people attend the Birth of a Family leadership training on 

a Saturday afternoon.  The meeting lasts about two hours and everyone 

enjoys the sample presentation of Birth of a Family group activities.   One of 

the married couples attending accepts the facilitator’s role and five others 

sign up to serve as Family Coaches.   
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One week out, eight clients have signed up to participate in Birth of a Family.  

Everything is ready.  Everyone is excited.  By the day Birth of a Family 

group activities are set to begin, a total of twelve clients have signed up to 

participate.  

At 6pm on Wednesday evening, the time Birth of a Family group activities 

are scheduled to begin, two facilitators, five Family Coaches and six clients 

are present.  The other six clients who signed up are no shows. There is an 

expected amount of discomfort in the group at first as people get to know each 

other but as the meeting continues, thing improve.  The open dialogue that is 

occurring is encouraging.  The meeting ends well and everyone looks forward 

to next week.  

By the fourth meeting, participants and Family Coaches are beginning to 

build rapport.  Eight participants are now regularly attending and the group is 

not only getting much more comfortable, people are obviously enjoying the 

experience.  Relationships are starting to form and sometimes there is a lot of 

laughter coming from the conference room during the group activities.   

A graduation celebration is set for the tenth meeting to acknowledge 

participants accomplishments.  The facilitators, five Family Coaches and only 

five of the original eight participates attend.  Two of the five participants are 

fathers to children in the wombs of pregnancy resource center clients.  One of 

the couples is talking about marriage.  The single woman has broken free of a 

bad relationship she was in when she began participating in Birth of a Family.  

All five participants are looking forward to continuing Birth of a Family. 

Was this a successful effort?
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Birth of a Family is measurable.  The primary mission of Birth of a Family is 

to capture opportunities through life ministries and convert them into lasting 

nuclear families where fathers, mothers, and children live, grow, and play 

together in one home. 

Birth of a Family outcomes consistently include:

• Nuclear families

• Fewer fatherless children

• Fewer children with unmarried mothers

• Increased community involvement

• Significant increases in family and male volunteerism

By these standards, was the story successful?

That’s Not All

Birth of a Family adds value in numerous ways.  Let’s calculate the potential 

volunteer value that is added to the baseline example through Birth of a 

Family. 

According to the Independent Sector*, the hourly value of volunteer time 

in 2013 was $22.55. Before Birth of a Family was implemented, 1000 

volunteer hours were logged annually. At a rate of $22.55 per hour, the 

volunteer value prior to adding Birth of a  Family was $22,550.  

Value Added
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By implementing Birth of a Family, seven or more new volunteers opportunities 

were created to get involved in life ministry.  In the picture we just painted for 

you that resulted in an additional 800 hours of volunteer time annually, nearly 

doubling the pregnancy resource center’s volunteer value to over $30,000.  

That is not all.  The newly engaged volunteers serving Birth of a Family add 

value to the lives of participants. Through rich mentoring relationships, they 

are impacting participants in ways that will extend for generations. The eternal 

and generational value added to life ministries and churches through Birth of a 

Family is priceless. 
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ToolboxPeople are the key catalysts in all Family God’s Way platforms. Of all 

the factors involved in Birth of a Family platform development, enlisting, 

equipping and engaging people is the most essential beginning and 

ongoing activity.  Get this part of the recipe right and you will create a 

successful platform, even if other areas are less than perfect. Engaged 

people are the one ingredient that can’t be missing.

Who Are These People?

• Partners

• Leaders

• Participants

People
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Partners

Partners include Family God’s Way, people, churches, pastors, business 

and organizations that can invest in the implementation and ongoing 

operation Birth of a Family platforms.   

Family God’s Way

To engage Family God’s Way as a partner in your Birth of a Family 

implementation, simply check the box ‘Tell me more about Family God’s 

Way Consulting’ when you register at www.birthofafamily.org.
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Churches

Family God’s Way recommends inviting churches in your community to 

support your Birth of a family platform with people who will serve as Birth 

of a Family coordinators, facilitators and Family Coaches.  Partnering 

churches may also:

• Share facilities and services

• Share child care 

• Provide a church home for your Birth of a Family participants

Family God’s Way can help you develop working relationships with 

churches by consulting with church leaders.  We invite you to have church 

leaders contact us about your Birth of Family partnership opportunities.  

Leaders

• Pregnancy Resource Center Counselors

• Birth of a Family Platform Coordinators

• Facilitators

• Family Coaches

Pregnancy resource center counselors

Pregnancy resource center counselors are a significant gateway and play 

a vital role in enlisting pregnancy resource center clients as participants 

in Birth of a Family group activities.  Family God’s Way recommends 

encouraging and training counselors to refer their clients to Birth of a 

Family when they believe their clients can benefit from the experience. 

Pregnancy resource center counselors frequently ask, ‘Who is Birth of a 

Family for?’

Birth of a Family is good for almost anyone, no matter what their relational 

status may be.  Virtually all pregnancy resource center clients are either in 

or trying to be in intimate companion relationships.  This pursuit is often 

why they become pregnancy resource center clients to begin with. 
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Birth of Family will benefit:

o Single men and women by helping them better understand the healthy 
formation and impact of adult relationships 

o Cohabitating clients by helping them cement nuclear family relationships on 
life-long commitment

• Married client by (re)founding their marital covenant on Biblical principles

• Female clients that habitually find themselves in unhealthy relationships by 

teaching them what good relationships look like and how to get into them

 

Pregnancy resource center counselors sometimes ask, ‘Are there some 

pregnancy center clients that may not be good candidates for Birth of a 

Family?’  

Categorically, Birth of a Family does not promote and is not intended to 

prolong abusive situations.  Pregnancy resource center clients who are in 

abusive relationships should never be encouraged through Birth of a Family to 

remain vulnerable to abuse. 

Birth of a Family Platform Coordinators

Birth of a Family Platform Coordinators are usually volunteers.  They typically 

coordinate or assist client service directors in coordinating all Birth of a Family 

activities, contacts, training, venues and events.   They help all the right people 

show up at the right places at the right time. 

Birth of a Family coordinators should be resourceful, able to plan, organize 

and communicate well.  They will interact with many people including staff, 

counselors, volunteers and partners, clients, and Birth of a Family teams.  They 

may also interact with churches, pastors, in-kind and cash donors.

Birth of a Family Platform Coordinators may also assist with collecting valuable 

information about Birth of a Family activities such as attendance, participation 

rates, evaluations and surveys, male involvement, and volunteer contributions. 
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The Birth of a Family Toolbox has a compartment just for Platform 

Coordination. Resources include:

• Activity Tracker

• Volunteer Tracker

• Participant Database

• Leadership Database

• Partner Database

• Surveys and Evaluations

Facilitators

Facilitators are people who facilitate Birth of a Family group meetings with 

participants and Family Coaches.  They may also facilitate community 

awareness and training events.  Facilitators may be single people or couples.  

Qualities of good facilitators include:

• Humility and good communication skills 

• Ability to read audiences and adapt appropriately

• Showing no condemnation

• Communicate the truth in love

• Connect Biblical fundamentals to life principles

Family Coaches

Family Coaches are volunteers who join participants in Birth of a Family 

group activities. They serve as role models, mentors and may also assist in 

the facilitation of the meetings. Family Coaches are key catalysts in Birth of a 

Family.  Many of the greatest outcomes associated with Birth of a Family are 

the direct results of great family coaching. 
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Like facilitators, key qualities in family coaching include:

• Showing no condemnation

• Speaking the truth in love

• Connecting Biblical fundamentals to life principles

• Being consistent

• Being available

Birth of a Family Participants

Cohabitating Couples

Over half of pregnancy resource center clients tend to be in cohabiting 

relationships. In recent years that number has risen sharply. Some 

estimates indicate that the number of children born outside of marriage has 

quadrupled during the last forty years.  Clearly, cohabitation has become 

one of the world’s fastest growing family structures. 

The data suggests that cohabitating family structures are short lived with 

many people simply moving from one cohabitating relationship to another. 

The real tragedies are the myriad of parental compositions the children of 

multiple cohabitations must endure. 

Children eventually grow up and begin pursuing family-like companionships 

themselves. Cohabitation is a family structure that has proven to cast a long 

shadow.  

Birth of a Family has been effective in helping clients choose to found and 

grow lasting nuclear households based on enduring covenant relationships.
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Married Couples

Birth of a Family has proven to strengthen marital relationships as well. 

It was not so long ago that marriage was the most prevalent of all family 

structures. Society placed a high value on marriage and there was an 

expectation that marriage was meant to last a lifetime. Not only has 

marriage declined in popularity, its societal definition has changed.  Less 

than half of pregnancy resource center clients today grew up with their 

married parents.

Birth of a Family is effective in strengthening and recovering marital 

relationships. 

The Fatherless

Yes, the fatherless.  The potentially fatherless children of life ministries, 

even those yet to be born (Psalms 78), are among our target audiences. 

To change their lives, we have to change the lives of their parents. By 

improving the present family experiences of Birth of a Family participants, 

we will also positively impact the families their children will someday build.

Men

Many of the men missing from family circles today grew up fatherless 

themselves.  Fatherlessness breeds fatherlessness.  Despite appearances 

to the contrary, something instinctive exists in virtually all men, that when 

stirred, is compelling. 

God knew mankind would eventually unravel at the seams, where the fabric 

of our very existence is woven by the joining of one person to another. God 

knew our enemy would seek to divide us, then conquer.  The enemy has 

divided us at our center, our families.  God knew we would self-destruct 

from the inside out.  
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Not only does God know, God cares. Long before people realized 

fatherlessness was a critical problem, God, prophetically prescribed the 

exact intervention we need today.  Malachi 4:5-6 (KJV) says, “Behold, I will 

send you Elijah the prophet before the coming of the great and dreadful 

day of the Lord: and he shall turn the heart of the fathers to the children, 

and the heart of the children to their fathers, lest I come and smite the earth 

with a curse.”

Something of Biblically prophetic proportions is changing.  We believe 

fathers will turn their hearts back toward their families.  Birth of a Family 

completes family circles with fathers.

Single Men and Single Women

On average, about a quarter of pregnancy resource center clients tend to 

be temporarily between relationships at the time of their initial visit. They 

will not stay that way long.  Virtually all people are either in or trying to be in 

a companion-like relationship most of their adult life. 

Because most single clients of pregnancy resource centers tend to quickly 

reengage in new companionships, Birth of a Family can be especially 

helpful in breaking repetitive cycles of bad relationships.  Participants in 

Birth of a Family learn to build healthier relationships from the start.

Other Than PRC Clients

Because Birth of a Family is good for almost anyone, people who aren’t 

pregnancy resource center clients also participate.  These participants can 

include peers and family of PRC clients, referrals from churches and even 

people from other pregnancy resource centers.  

In some cases, Birth of a Family is used as a premarital course and has 

qualified participants to receive discounts on their marriage licenses.
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Tools

Birth of a Family Platform Manual

Includes: 

• The first three volumes of the Birth of a Family Discussion Guide

• The Birth of a Family Toolbox

Designed and built to be used, Birth of a Family print versions have sturdy fold 

over spiral bindings, durable covers and pages.  Like the web application and 

tablets, print versions include the first three volumes of the Birth of a Family 

Discussion Guide and the Toolbox digitally stored and enclosed on the manual. 

Birth of a Family Web Application (Use online and offline)  

Includes: 

• The first three volumes of the Birth of a Family Discussion Guide

• The Birth of a Family Toolbox

Birth of a Family Discussion Guide 

The first three volumes of the Birth of a Family Discussion Guide provide enough 

content for a year of weekly group activities. 

Birth of a Family Tablets

Birth of a Family is also available pre-loaded on branded digital tablets
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Consulting

Family God’s Way offers service-rich support to life ministries and churches. 

Consulting can be tailored to meet your needs and is available on site, in 

person, by web conference, email and phone. 

Family God’s Way can help you:

• Develop your Birth of a Family platform

• Enlist, equip and engage new people, in-kind and cash resources

• Increase male involvement

• Engage the Body of Christ

• Build the capacity of your board

• Increase community awareness

Birth of a Family Toolbox

The Birth of a Family Toolbox is a digital collection of resources.  Many of 

these resources are directly related to the Birth of a Family Platform Manual 

and the Birth of a Family Discussion Guides. 

All of these resources and more can be found at www.birthofafamily.org

To access your Birth of a Family Toolbox simply log on to 

• http://birthofafamily.org.

• Click on “My Account”

• Sign In using your email and password

Once inside your Toolbox, you will have access to:

• Development Tools that will provide you with the ability to track 

participation and impact, as well as, manage databases of Leaders 

and participants.

• Resources for Instruction to quickly and easily download your 

Platform Guide, Discussion Guides, and an Introduction PowerPoint.

• Discussion Guide Tools allowing leaders and teachers instant access 

to each complete Teaching Volume of the Birth of a Family curriculum.  

• Endorsements from Directors of various organizations who have 

utilized the Birth of a Family courses and have personally witnessed 

its powerful relationship building and interpersonal skills training 

necessary to create strong families.
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Training

The Toolbox includes a Power Point presentation that is used help others 

understand and use Birth of a Family. This single resource can be effectively 

adapted to virtually any Birth of a Family training audience.   

Family God’s Way recommends training everyone who will be involved in 

your Birth of a Family platform.  Training should 

include:

• Sharing your vision for life, family and fathers

• Explaining the fundamental of Birth of a Family 
and how it will be used in your life ministry

• Sharing dates for your Birth of a Family 
activities

• Inviting people to engage with their time, in-
kind and cash support

• Explaining the fundamentals of each Birth of 

a Family role that will be available in your platform
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When using the Power Point training resource from the Toolbox, you can 

intuitively adapt to your audiences.  Training partners, pregnancy resource 

center counselors and Birth of a Family leaders can be different. For instance

• Partners tend to be more interested in outcomes and resources needed

• Pregnancy resource center counselors may favor understanding how 
Birth of a Family will impact the clients they are serving

• Birth of a Family Coordinators may be more interested in understanding 
how Birth of a Family will function within the operations of the hosting 
life ministry

• Family Coaches benefit from understanding your boundaries for their 
engagement with Birth of a Family participants

• Facilitators’ focus might be on how the Birth of a Family Discussion 
Guides work

Family God’s Way consultants are often engaged in leading training events 

for Birth of a Family platforms. Web and phone conferencing is also available.
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Continuous 
Improvement

Continuous improvement is worth the effort.  In 2007 Family God’s Way launched a four-year 

study of Birth of a Family.  This study involved numerous people and organizations including:

• Seven pregnancy resources centers

• Over twenty churches

• Five funding partners who sponsored Birth of 
a Family implementations

• Dozens of leaders

• Hundreds of Family Coaches and 

Participants

Looking back, it was a mammoth undertaking 

for our small organization.  We knew helping life 

ministry clients build lasting nuclear households was 

going to be challenging work and we wanted to offer life ministries a compelling and tested 

solution.

Family God’s Way consultants assist life ministries in continuously improving their operations 

and Birth of a Family platforms by helping them:

• Build systems to capture key metrics

• Learn through surveys and evaluations

• Track and monetize volunteer and in-kind engagement

• Convert discoveries into continuous improvement

• Increase engagement of people, in-kind and cash contributions

• Effectively communicate impacts on people and families

• Demonstrate values added through life ministry

Real Examples 
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Measuring the Effectiveness of Birth of a Family 

Family God’s Way platforms accomplish many things, but our most 

treasured key metrics are self-initiated, heart-level transitions in core 

beliefs that building Family God’s Way is the best way.  In order to know if 

and how effectively that key metric is being achieved, we created a way to 

measure it.  

We used surveys.  During our four-year study, when people began 

participating in Birth of a Family activities, we asked them to complete 

a short, one page survey.  We asked people to share with us what their 

fundamental approach to building family was.   After people completed a 

substantial portion of Birth of a Family group activities, we surveyed them 

again and discovered that over half of the respondents indicated a shift in 

their beliefs and dispositions from un-biblical models for family to a Biblical 

model.  

Calculating the Value of Volunteers

To this day, even though we can’t possibly account for them all, Family 

God’s Way tracks the time volunteer contribute to our shared cause.  The 

value of the time volunteers contribute to Family God’s Way regularly 

exceeds the amount of cash income we receive each year.  Why does that 

matter?

• Family God’s Way values a person’s time as much as their money.  We 
keep track of our finances; we want to do the same with our volunteers.

• Volunteers need to know how valuable they are

• Cash contributors like to see their money matched.  Tracking and 
monetizing volunteer time is one way we can show them

• Communities need to realize the substantial value that people can 
create by giving their time
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Knowing Our Audiences

Not long ago, Family God’s Way consulted with a rather large life ministry 

that was a pregnancy resource centered owned and operated by a 

large church. We were implementing Birth of a Family there.  As is our 

custom when implementing Birth of a Family, our consulting included a 

demographic study.   In doing so we made a surprising discovery that 

shaped our adaptation of Birth of a Family at that center. 

Tracking the Increase of Male Involvement

During the first seven Birth of Family platform implementations, we tracked the 

platforms metrics carefully. One of the metrics we tracked was the increase in 

male involvement. Two things in particular came to light. As we expected, men 

did not initially participate in Birth of a Family as often as women.  We learned 

that some men who wouldn’t participate in the first few group activities did 

eventually become consistent participants.  But, over time they did.

We also anticipated that men who did consistently participate might be less 

enthusiastic than women about Birth of a Family.   Again, we were surprised.  

On one of our Birth of a Family videos, a male participant in Birth of a Family 

confessed on film, 

“When I first heard about the program, I just knew this was not for me. I was 

not going to fit in. This was not going to work. But after the first day (meeting) I 

said, ‘Hey, why not try it? It doesn’t seem that bad.’ As time went on, I actually 

got into it. I was excited about it. It was nothing like I thought it would be...  I 

love this program! It turned everything around. It made me see things in a 

totally different way.”

Family God’s Way uses experiences like these continuously improve Birth of 

a Family.  We have to.  The challenges aren’t getting easier and life ministries 

deserve the best product we can produce. 

In This Section



Delivery
In This Section

Group Activities
Birth of a Family Guides

Guiding the Conversation
Complete Circles
People Say
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Location

Ideal locations for your Birth of a Family group activities will be at or near 

the host organization’s facilities because:

• Participants already know where it is and how to get there

• Participants are probably comfortable in those known settings

Alternate locations can include nearby churches community centers.  

Business conference rooms have even been used. 

Logistical Considerations 

The two logistical considerations that can require some creativity are:

• How your participants will get to and from your location 

• How the children of participants will be cared for while they are involved 

in group activities.

Group Activities
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A creative solution to getting participants who do not have their own 

transportation to the locations where Birth of a Family group activities are 

offered is providing bus passes where public transportation is available.  

Care for the children of participants while they are involved in group 

activities has been responded to in a range of ways including:

• Making no provision at all

• Asking participants to make their own arrangements

• Permitting children to accompany their parents during group activities

• Providing licensed child watch during group activities

The golden solution to both of these concerns can be developing 

synergistic partnerships with nearby churches.   Many churches already 

have liability conscious solutions to both of these logistical considerations. 

Church vans and childcare. 

Some Birth of a Family group activities are scheduled to occur at the 

location of partnering churches on nights when those churches already 

have activities planned and their child care facilities operating.   

Frequency

The frequency and duration of Birth of a Family group activities is 

approached very differently among life ministries.  Adaptations range from:

• Offering ten or twelve weekly group activities two or three times a year 
using only one volume of the Discussion Guide 

• Offering continuous weekly group activities using all of the Discussion 

Guides. 

Family God’s way favors offering continuous weekly group activities using 

all three the Discussion Guides volumes.

G R O U P  A C T I V I T I E S
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Consistency matters.  Participants need 

consistency.  With a regular weekly schedule that 

is uninterrupted except for holidays;

• Participants know Birth of a Family group 
activities are going to happen

• Participant ‘drop-ins’ are more likely

• Volunteer involvement is more consistent

Whether using all three Birth of a Family 

Discussion Guides volumes or just one, we suggest acknowledging 

participant accomplishment at the completion of each volume of the 

Discussion Guide.

Duration

Birth of a Family group activities using the Discussion Guides provided 

usually last about an hour and a half.

As relationships and rapport build between participants and Family 

Coaches, their conversations during and after group activities can go on 

longer.  Consider how you want to respond.  In a way, this is what you want 

to happen but there may be other time constraints involved.  

Because mentoring is so important to your participants, Family God’s Way 

recommends factoring this phenomenon in. 

Suggestions:

• Begin group activities as early as reasonably possible, so that it does 
run too late if the wonderful conversations between participants and 
Family Coaches break out

• Start facilitating on time 

• Finish facilitating on time
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Mandatory Reporting Considerations

Family God’s Way recommends organizations and individuals using Family 

God’s Way resources consult legal counsel and/or national, state and 

local authorities for guidance in developing their own unique Mandatory 

Reporting policy and procedure.  

Applicable law may differ from location to location.  Because Family God’s 

Way platforms are used in many different locations, consideration should be 

given to the unique applicable laws in those specific locations. 

Set Up

The set up of the venue can be very flexible and include just the basics 

such as tables, chairs, restrooms and a water fountain or they can be more 

elaborate meeting environs including multi-media equipment, wi-fi and 

kitchens.   We recommend clean, clutter-free spaces with enough room to 

move around.  

Re-arranging seating from time to time can be effective .  For example, a 

large circle of chairs with no tables between people can be a good set up 

when a lot of group interaction is desired.  Sometimes you may want to 

break up in to smaller groups.  Tables and chairs will be beneficial when 

using resources from the Birth of a Family Toolbox that require writing.  

Family God’s Way recommends that facilitators take interest in the set up 

by:

• Making meeting spaces as welcoming and attractive as reasonably 
possible

• Arranging tables, seating and other furnishings in a way that best suits 
the activities they are going to facilitate

• Addressing apparent deficiencies or accessibility issues 
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When Can Participants Begin

We suggest ‘open enrollment’ where participants can join Birth of a Family 

group activities any time they are ready and wiling. This isn’t a perfect plan 

but is better than asking participants to wait.  

Each Discussion Guide volume contains eight to twelve segments.  If 

you are only using one volume of the Discussion Guide at a time and are 

nearing the completion of that volume, we still favor getting participants 

involved with the expectation that those participants who began late will 

cycle into the next round of activities.   
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Discussion 
Guides

Included free in all versions of the Birth of a Family Platform Manual are 

the first three volumes of the Birth of a Family Discussion Guides. These 

guides are doctrinally sound, fundamentally simple to use, and powerfully 

effective in a wide range of applications and situations.  

Self-initiated, Heart-level Changes in Core Beliefs

Birth of a Family Discussion Guides are designed to inspire self-initiated, 

heart-level changes in people’s core beliefs through non-threatening, 

relational experiences where relationships, dialogue, role modeling, peer-

to-peer encouragement, and networks of support are the primary catalysts. 

Perspective matters.  By objectively contrasting self-validating truths with 

traditional societal norms, people can self-initiate transitions in heart-level 

beliefs, which will result in substantial changes in lifestyle and behavior.  

Here’s an example.

There once was a time, not so long ago, when people believed the world 

was flat.  That belief shaped behaviors.  People wouldn’t sail too close to 

the edge. Today, that belief is absurd, but at that time, it was commonly 

held truth.  Nowadays people freely sail around a spherical earth with no 

fear of falling off. Why did our sailing behaviors change? 

Our sailing behaviors changed because our beliefs changed.  It took 

time.  Not everyone jumped on board the sailboat at once.  Over time, a 

commonly held belief became an absurd reminder that people can believe 

things, very sincerely, that simply are not true.  
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How do beliefs change?  Perspective.  Imagine you lived during the time 

the earth was believed to be flat.  Imagine that one day, while peering at 

the edge of the earth, someone offered you a space shuttle ride.  At about 

200 miles about the earth, the curtains were pulled back; you looked out 

the window and saw a beautiful, spherical earth below you. When you 

stepped off the space shuttle back onto the earth, you were never the 

same again because you had experienced a self-initiated change in your 

core beliefs.   Nobody had to twist your arm.  You knew the truth and the 

truth set you free, so you went sailing around the world! 

We refer to these transitional moments as tipping points.  Tipping points 

like this are engineered into each Discussion Guide segment. When 

beliefs change, so do behaviors.  People do what they do because they 

believe what they believe. 

Discussion Guides are not written to the audience.  They are written 

to the facilitators.  Discussion Guides open by declaring the desired 

objectives.  These objectives are the desired destinations.  How Birth 

of a Family groups arrive at these destinations is left somewhat open.  

Discussion Guides provide facilitators with suggestions that are intended 

to generate focused but unscripted dialogue.  Conversation starters 

and provocative questions are sometimes suggested in the Discussion 

Guides.   

(Repeat) Birth of a Family Discussion Guides are designed to inspire 

self-initiated, heart-level changes in people’s core beliefs through non-

threatening, relational experiences where relationships, dialogue, role 

modeling, peer-to-peer encouragement, and networks of support are the 

primary catalysts. 

Many Discussion Guide segments incorporate supporting resources 

that are included in the Birth of a Family Toolbox.  These resources are 

provided in a digital format allowing users to print them as needed.  
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Some facilitators adapt by introducing other supporting resources such 

as Smalley’s Five Love Languages and Crown’s financial stewardship 

resources.  Other facilitators have created their own support resources. 

Family God’s Way heartily encourage these kinds of adaptations. 

Good measures of the quality of Birth of a Family group activities include:

• Open dialogue.  A good general rule of thumb for Facilitators is to limit 
how much of the time they spend talking to audiences to about twenty 
minutes. 

• Questions are often better than statements 

• Guide conversations to the stated objectives while allowing the journey 
there to be directed by audiences

• A reasonable amount of laughter is usually a good sign

• Encourage dialogue with Family Coaches during presentations

• Always end up.  Facilitate to positive perspective and promising 

possibilities
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Guiding the 
Conversation

When using the Birth of a Family Discussion Guides, most group meetings 

begin with a warm up activity, brief introduction and a related resource 

from the Birth of a Family Toolbox. 

The desired result is to create a comfortable, non-threatening environment 

where everyone can participate in open discussion about the topic.  

This type of group activity is somewhat unusual.   Facilitators may be 

comfortable teaching a class using a curriculum but Birth of a Family isn’t 

a curriculum.  It is an experience that results in building relationships and 

rapport.  

These relationships are the key catalyst in helping people experience 

self-initiated, heart level changes in their core beliefs.  Much different 

than presenting a lecture in order to help people understand something 

intellectually. Facilitating group activities in a manner that prompts this kind 
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of compelling dialogue is important.  Family God’s Way consultants can 

help individual facilitators achieve this kind of group experience.

Family God’s Way recommends using the Birth of a Family Discussion 

Guides included in Birth of a Family Platform Manuals.  While adaptation 

of Birth of a Family is expected and encouraged, we recommend using the 

Discussion Guides in the order they are arranged.

Discussion Guide segments lay the basic groundwork for generating 

discussions, which are designed to be highly interactive experiences 

where platform facilitators strive to create dynamic, transparent dialogue 

and inquiry among all involved including participants, facilitators and 

Family Coaches.  



Complete Circles

These highly interactive environments of involvement 

provide ample opportunities for the role modeling, 

mentoring and support that promote the founding and 

strong growth of enduring nuclear families. 

 

You will know when your Birth of a Family groups are 

prime when the sounds coming from group activities 

are vibrant with interaction garnished with friendly 

laughter and sometimes shared tears. 

Lives will change and family circles will be completed 

with fathers.



Download
Endorsements:

LifeCare Pregnancy  
Resource Center

LifeCare  
Newsletter

Choices Women’s  
Center

Helping Hands Pregnancy 
Resource Center

Richmond Pregnancy 
Resource Center

Full link URLs available in the Appendix

Cookie Says...

“I just wanted to let you know we finished up another Birth of a Family class 

last night and seven people accepted Christ.  Think about the impact of 

that! Is that awesome or what! I wish I could see your face when you hear 

this.”

Couples Say...

“It was very positive and we couldn’t wait to go.” 

“Thank you for being the role models that we both needed at this stage of 

our lives. Your work is a clear reflection of God’s love for people no matter 

what their circumstance.”     

“We were struggling financially, spiritually and in all kinds of different ways.  

We were looking for a way to get out of the bondage we were in.  We were 

looking to learn what a Biblical family is supposed to be like.  So now we’re 

becoming Family Coaches. It’s good to give back some of what I learned 

and in just a year’s time the way we’ve changed is more than a miracle.”  

                  

“The advice means the world to us when our own family seems not to care 

what happens to our marriage.”          

 “Through Paul and Karen’s mentoring we came to see we were not 

breaking the cycles we grew up knowing.  They truly helped us change 

what we wanted and needed to change.”

People Say...

http://birthofafamily.org/application/endorsements/lifecare-prc/
http://birthofafamily.org/application/endorsements/lifecare-newsletter/
http://birthofafamily.org/application/endorsements/prc-director/
http://birthofafamily.org/application/endorsements/helping-hands-prc/
http://birthofafamily.org/application/endorsements/richmond-prc/


“This class provided much needed guidance for us as we are newly married 

and becoming parents for the first time.  We are now spending more time 

praying together and seeking God’s will and purpose for our lives and our 

soon to be born daughter.”

“I wish these classes were offered every night, we’d be there.”

Women Say...

“At the beginning I wasn’t really open about religion and God.  Now I’m 

so openly willing to put everything in his hands.  I pray almost every 

night” 

                     

“The class was awesome.  The time went too fast.  I’m putting God as #1.

“The program is very good for the Family Coaches and the clients, it does 

bring you together.” 

Men Say...

“When I first heard of the program, I just knew this is not for me, I’m not 

going to fit in, this isn’t going to work.  But after the first meeting I thought, 

‘Why not try it, it doesn’t seem that bad’ and as time went on I actually got 

into it and was excited about it.  It was nothing like what I thought it would 

be.” 

 “Amazingly I learned to understand family and relationships.” 

                 

“I love this program! Before, we were on a downward spiral and I mean 

fast. It turned everything around.  It made me see things in a whole, totally 

different way.”    

“I love fishing and I gave up a night of fishing to come back!”

               



Family Coaches Say...

“The program is fantastic. Now my wife and I put more faith in God and 

how our family should function.  We hope to coach again and give it a 10+ 

rating out of 5!

“The value of coaches is outstanding in every way.”

“The class has been a huge blessing to our marriage and lives in general. 

“I feel much more confident now in stepping out of my comfort zone and 

reaching out to others!  Thanks to Birth of a Family.”

“It’s a wonderful program. I’ve seen difference made in people’s lives.  It 

works.  It might not work for everybody but it does work and if we can help 

one child to have mother and father together then it worth the whole thing, 

anything, any amount of money, anything.”  

Facilitators Say...

“The experience of leading the Birth of a Family class has been very 

fulfilling.  God has touched our heart through this.  When we were making 

our decision to move forward (as facilitators) the enemy threw doubts and 

roadblocks in our way.  The week we were to make our decision our pastor 

preached on being called to ministry and carefully discerning God’s will 

from the attacks of the enemy. Thank You Lord for that sermon!”

“Thank You God for the Joy Birth of a Family has brought to all of us.” 

“The input and sharing from our couples has touched our hearts in ways 

we will remember forever.”

“We are learning right along with our participants how to better strengthen 

our marriage.”



Life Ministry Leaders Say...

“A Woman’s Choice has had to the opportunity to work with Family 

God’s Way for more than a year now through their Birth of A Family 

Program. In our experience we can offer nothing more than completely 

positive support for their programs and their staff.  As a partner with 

them in ministry, and a student of their methods for promoting and 

teaching family, I offer my full support for their organization, their staff, 

and their request for this grant. I am confident that any funds they 

receive will be used wisely to continue the good work God has called 

them to do, which will have a lasting and eternal impact on the men, 

women and children in our communities.”

“Brian and Niomi came to Choices Women’s Center facing an 

unplanned pregnancy and were being pressured by family members to 

have an abortion. They were overwhelmed with fear and joy when their 

ultrasound reveled twins and they are planning on becoming a family.  

They will be attending our Birth of a Family classes and hope to be 

married in the near future.”

 “I highly recommend Birth of a Family to any pregnancy resource 

center, at any stage in their growth process.”  (Director of a New 

Pregnancy Resource Center)

“As Executive Director of this pregnancy resource center I desired a 

program that would involve the fathers of our client’s babies. The idea 

was to teach these new parents and parents to be how to establish 

Biblical households.

We have seen excellent results as we have observed these parents 

apply to their lives and their children’s lives the things they’ve learned. 

We have attended a number of weddings that have resulted from these 

classes.”

“Birth of a Family focuses on the fundamental issue, not dozens of 

different topical subjects.”



“(We) would like to extend our gratitude to the (anonymous) Foundation for 

the substantial donation to fund our Birth of a Family and Men’s Mentoring 

programs.  This generous support will make it possible for us to influence 

these young families for Christ as we break unhealthy cycles and change 

the course of history for hundreds of families.”

“We are excited to share that in September, thirteen couples completed or 

Birth of a Family class! That was our highest class participation for couples 

since starting the program two years ago.”

“Within an hour of an initial visit, senior pastor Phil Stephens of said 

“yes” to the call of our Lord to shepherd the Birth of a Family program in 

Lakeland.   Within a few weeks of that meeting they hosted a Family Coach 

training, graciously providing lunch for a record 27 in attendance. “

Pastors Say...

“I have experienced first hand the positive impact that Family God’s Way 

has on individuals and on groups.”

“The material seems to apply to everyone regardless of the level of spiritual 

maturity.”

“When you get to be my age, and have been in churches as long as I have, 

you’ve seen all types of programs to be the ‘fix’.  I must admit, I am not 

much of a joiner and had mixed emotions.  I know what the Bible says 

about my role as a father and husband.  Boy was I surprised.  Even though 

my children are grown, I was very impressed with the practical application 

of the Word of God.  This put wheels on the Word of God for me in ways I 

never would have thought.”



Appendix

Endorsements

LifeCare PRC
http://birthofafamily.org/application/endorsements/lifecare-prc/

LifeCare Newsletter
http://birthofafamily.org/application/endorsements/lifecare-newsletter/

PRC Director
http://birthofafamily.org/application/endorsements/prc-director/

Helping Hands PRC
http://birthofafamily.org/application/endorsements/helping-hands-prc/

Richmond PRC
http://birthofafamily.org/application/endorsements/richmond-prc/

More Endorsements can be found in the Toolbox
http://birthofafamily.org/application/#Endorsements
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Growing the Whole Family in God’s Plan


